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1. IntroductionThis paper presents a complete characterization of the convergence of the cascadealgorithm and the stability and orthonormality of compactly supported re�nable functionvectors in terms of their re�nement matrix masks. Regularity criteria for re�nable functionvectors are also established in terms of the vanishing moment order of the matrix mask.We start with a �nite set of compactly supported functions � � L2(IRs). The FSIspace (�nitely generated shift invariant; see [BDR]) S(�) generated by � is the smallest(closed) shift invariant subspace of L2(IRs) containing �. Here we recall that a space isshift invariant if it is invariant under all shifts, i.e. invariant under all integer transla-tions.It is very convenient to discuss the shift invariant space in the frequency domain byusing Gramian analysis. For a given set of functions �, the pre-Gramian matrix at! 2 TTs is de�ned as a ZZs � � matrix byJ(!) := J�(!) := (b�(! + 2��))�;�;where b� is the Fourier transform of the function �. Its adjoint matrixJ�(!) := J��(!) := (b�(! + 2��))�;�is a �� ZZs matrix. The Gramian matrix of functions � is a � � � matrix de�ned asthe product of J� and J , i.e. J��(!)J�(!). The pre-Gramian matrix was �rst introducedin [RS]; the basic properties of the pre-Gramian and its roles in the Gramian analysis forshift invariant spaces (not necessary a FSI space) can be found in [RS]. In this paper, wewill often use the matrix J�J =: G� =: G. Since the properties of the Gramian matrixJ�J which we are interested do not change when the conjugation is taken, we also call G�the Gramian matrix of �.This paper uses functions that are de�ned on TTs, the s-dimensional torus. These canbe viewed as 2�-periodic functions, via the standard transformation IRs 3 ! 7! ei! :=(ei!1 ; :::; ei!s) 2 TTs. Though we may refer to such functions as de�ned on TTs, we alwaystreat their arguments as real. Thus, \multiplying a function de�ned on TTs by a functionde�ned on IRs" simply means \multiplying a 2�-periodic function by ...". Following thisslight abuse of language, we write \
 � TTs" to mean \
 � [��; �]s".The functions � used in this paper are solutions to functional equations of the type(1:1) � = X�2ZZs P��(2 � ��);where the \coe�cients" P� are ��� matrices and � is a #��dimensional column re�nablefunction vector. We assume throughout that the re�nement matrix masks are supported1



in [0; N ]s. Here we use � to denote both the set of functions � and the column functionvector �.De�ne P := 2�s X�2ZZs P� exp(�i��) :Then, P is a � � � matrix, so that each entry is a trigonometric polynomial such thattheir Fourier coe�cients are supported in [0; N ]s. The functional equations (1.1) can bewritten as(1:2) b� := P(�=2)b�(�=2) :Equations of the type (1.2) are called vector re�nement equations; the matrix Pis called the re�nement (matrix) mask and � is a (P�) re�nable function vector.Since each entry of P is a trigonometric polynomial, the function matrix P satis�eskP(�)�P(0)k � constk � k;where for any d � d matrix M , kMk := maxkvk=1 kMvk=kvk, with kvk the Euclideannorm of the column vector v 2 IRd.If limn!1P(0)n exists and is nontrivial, then the in�nite productP1 := 1Yk=1P(2�k�)converges uniformly on compact sets. Further, b� = P1a is a solution of (1.2), wherea is a right eigenvector of P(0) (see [HC], [H] for the univariate case and [LCY] for themultivariate one). The functions � are compactly supported distributions with supp(�) �[0; N ]s. We further remark that the existence of a solution b� of (1.2) only requires theconvergence of Qnj=1P(2�j �)a, where a is a right eigenvector of P(0) corresponding tothe eigenvalue 1 (see [HC] and [CDP]). It has been shown in [CDP] that Qnj=1P(2�j �)aconverges if �(P(0)) < 2 ( see also [HC]).We say that a matrix M (or linear operator) satis�es the Condition on Eigenvaluesor, Condition E for short, if the spectral radius �(M) � 1, 1 is required to be the onlyeigenvalue on the unit circle, and must be a simple eigenvalue. Condition E is a usefulconcept in the wavelet theory and applications (see [CD], [S1], [SN] and [LLS3]).Assume that P(0) satis�es Condition E. Then, there is a nonsingular matrix U sothat UP(0)U�1 has the form(1:3) � 1 00 �� ;2



where � := 0BB@�2 �2 0 0 : : : 0 00 �3 �3 0 : : : 0 0... ... ... ... . . . ... ...0 0 0 0 : : : 0 �#�1CCAwith j�ij < 1, and �i = 1, or 0, i = 2; : : : ;#�. De�ne P1 = UPU�1, then �1 := U�satis�es the re�nement equations(1:4) b�1 = P1(�=2)b�1(�=2);where � is a solution of (1.2).The stability, regularity and the convergence of the cascade algorithm discussed in thepaper do not change, even if we consider the re�nement equation (1.4) instead of (1.1).Furthermore, as we will see in x3, the problem of checking the orthonormality of � canbe reduced to that of checking the stability of �1. Therefore, we can always assume thatP(0) has the form given in (1.3), without losing anything.In this case the vector iT1 := (1; 0; : : : ; 0) is a left eigenvector and i1 is a right eigen-vector of P(0) corresponding to eigenvalue 1. We further require that P have vanishingmoments of at least order 1, that is equivalent to the fact thatiT1P(��) = ��iT1 ; � 2 ZZs=2ZZs:This implies that iT1 b�(2��) = ��; � 2 ZZs:Altogether, we assume, throughout this paper, that the mask P satis�es the followingconditions:Basic conditions 1.5. We say that P satis�es the basic conditions, if(i) P(0) has the form of (1.3), and(ii) iT1P(��) = �� iT1 ; � 2 ZZs=2ZZs:It has further been shown in [LCY] (see also [HC]) that if the basic conditions 1.5hold for P, then P1 = 1Yj=1P(�=2j) = � b� 0 0 : : : 0 � :In particular, if b�(0) 6= 0, the solution � is determined uniquely up to a constant factor.In fact, b� = cP1b, where b is an arbitrary vector satisfying iT1 b = 1.3



The functions � can be approximated by the following cascade algorithm: startingwith a function vector �0 which satis�esX�2ZZs i1�0(� � �) = 1;the function vector �n is de�ned inductively by(1:6) �n := X�2ZZs P��n�1(2 � ��):The cascade algorithm can be iterated in the frequency domain by taking the Fouriertransform of (1.6)(1:7) b�n = P(�=2)b�n�1(�=2):It is clear that the sequence (�n)n converges in the L2�norm if and only if the sequence(b�n)n does. (We say (�n)n converges to � in the L2�norm, if each component of (�n)nconverges to the corresponding component of � in the L2�norm.) A su�cient conditionfor the convergence of the cascade algorithm is given in [CDP], under the assumption that� and its shifts are linearly independent; s = 1 and b�0 = �[��;�]a, where a is a righteigenvector of P(0) corresponding to eigenvalue 1. If the sequence (�n)n de�ned by (1.6)converges, then � � L2(IRs).De�ne(1:8) Sk := Sk(�) := ff(2k�) : f 2 S(�)g:Then,(1:9) Sk � Sk+1:It is proven in [JS] that if(1:10) [k2ZZ [�2� supp b�(2k�) = IRsholds up to a null set and (1.9) holds, then [k2ZZSk is dense in L2(IRs). If the re�nablefunction vector � is compactly supported, (1.10) is always true. It has further been shownin [JS] that if � � L2(IRs), then \k2ZZSk = f0g. Altogether, we have the following result:Result 1.11. Let � be the compactly supported P� re�nable function vector. If � � L2,then,(1:12) [k2ZZSk = L2(IRs); and \k2ZZ Sk = f0g:4



We say that a set of functions � is stable, if � and their shifts form a Riesz basis ofS(�), and a set of functions � is orthonormal, if � and their shifts form an orthonormalbasis of S(�).A set of functions � � L2(IRs) is stable if and only if0 < C1 � k�k1 � k�k1 � C2 <1; a. e. ! 2 TTs;where �(!) and �(!) are the smallest and largest eigenvalues of the Gramian matrixG�(!). If the set of functions � is compactly supported, then � is stable if and only ifdetG(!) 6= 0 for all ! 2 TTs. The set of functions � is orthonormal if and only if G(!) = I,a.e. ! 2 TTs, where I is the identity matrix. The proofs of these results can be found inmany articles (see e.g. [JM], [BDR], [GL], [DGHM], [RS], [CL], and [LCY]).Once the set of functions � � L2(IRs) is stable (or orthonormal), it would be advan-tageous to know the regularity of � in order to make better use of �. An estimation ofthe regularity of � (s = 1) in terms of P has been given in [CDP], under the assumptionthat the re�nable function vector � and its shifts are linearly independent.By the above discussion, if the re�nable function vector � � L2(IRs) is stable, ororthonormal, the sequence of subspaces (Sk)k, k 2 ZZ of L2(IRs) forms a multiresolution;recall that a sequence (Sk)k forms amultiresolution if the sequence (Sk)k satis�es (1.12)and is re�nable (Sk � Sk+1, k 2 ZZ), and if the re�nable function vector � is stable ororthonormal.The multiresolution generated by several functions was �rst introduced by [GLT],[GL] (see also [AR] and [DGH]). Result 1.11 is due to [JS]. The �rst set of examplesof orthonormal re�nable function vectors � were given in [GHM], [DGHM] and [DGH].Examples of stable re�nable function vectors � were given in [GL]. Compactly supportedwavelets and prewavelets from these examples were constructed in [DGHM], [GHM], [SS],and [LLS1] (see also [CL]).It is of particular interest to construct compactly supported wavelets and prewaveletsfrom compactly supported re�nable function vectors and the re�nement matrix masks. Analgorithmic method in the construction of compactly supported wavelets and prewaveletsfrom an arbitrarily givenP re�nable function vector � was obtained in [LLS1], where s = 1.The problem of wavelet constructions is much more challenging in higher dimensions evenwhen #� = 1 (see [JM] and [JS]). However, in dimensions no greater than 3, a methodfor the case #� = 1 has been provided in [RiS1] and [RiS2], under a mild condition onre�nement masks.Since the solutions � of (1.1) are de�ned via their Fourier transform by the re�nementmatrix mask P, and since in practice only the re�nement matrix mask is available forchecking, it is useful to transfer the characterization of the stability and orthonormalityof � by the Gramian matrix of � to characterization in terms of the mask. Similarly, it5



is necessary to characterize the convergence of the cascade algorithm de�ned by (1.6) andset criteria for the regularity of re�nable function vectors in terms of the re�nable matrixmask P.For this, we introduce the transition operator de�ned on IH, the space of all � � �matrices whose entries are trigonometric polynomials such that their Fourier coe�cientsare supported in [�N;N ]s. Here, we recall that the re�nement mask (P�)� is supportedin [0; N ]s. The transition operator T� := T is de�ned byTH := X�2ZZs=2ZZsP(�=2 + ��)H(�=2 + ��)P�(�=2 + ��); H 2 IH:Then, T is a linear operator on IH.Denote by IHM the space of all �� � matrices whose entries are trigonometric poly-nomials such that their Fourier coe�cients are supported in [�M;M ]s. Then, if M � N ,the transition operator T can be de�ned as an operator on IHM . Further, since if M > N ,T is a Fourier coe�cient support reduced operator on IHM , any eigenmatrix of nonzeroeigenvalues of TjIHM is in IH. Therefore, all results of this paper can be stated in termsof the transition operator T on IHM for M > N , although they are stated in terms of thetransition operator T on IH.If the functions � are the solutions of re�nable equations (1.1), and if one writes J(!)as a column block matrix byJ(!) = (b�(! + 2�� + 4��))(�;�)��2(ZZs=2ZZs�ZZs)��;then J�(!) = (P(!=2 + ��)J�(!=2 + ��))�2ZZs=2ZZs :Hence(1:13) G(!) = J�(!)J(!) = X�2ZZs=2ZZsP(!=2 + ��)G(!=2 + ��)P�(!=2 + ��):Therefore, the Gramian matrix G� 2 IH is an eigenmatrix of eigenvalue 1 of the transitionoperator T.Equation (1.13) also leads to the following result, which was proven by [GLT],[GL],[GHM], [CL], and [LCY].Result 1.14. If the compactly supported re�nable function vector � is orthonormal, then(1:15) I = X�2ZZs=2ZZsP(!=2 + ��)P�(!=2 + ��); ! 2 TTs:6



If the re�nable function vector � is stable, then the matrixX�2ZZs=2ZZsP(!=2 + ��)P�(!=2 + ��)is not singular for all ! 2 TTs.A mask P satisfying (1.15) is called a conjugate quadrature �lter, or CQF.Since IH is a �nite dimensional space, the operator T can be represented by a �niteorder matrix with respect to some �xed basis of IH. The matrix is also denoted by T, andwe will identify the operator T with the matrix T.We say that the cascade algorithm de�ned in (1.6) converges, if �n de�ned by (1.6)converges to � with b�(0) = i1 for all �0 which satisfy(1:16) X�2ZZs iT1 �0(� � �) = 1; and G�0 2 IH:We note that if P satis�es the basic conditions (1.5); and �0 satis�es (1.16), then the�n de�ned by the cascade algorithm (1.6) always converges to � with b�(0) = i1 in thedistribution sense.The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we will prove that thecascade algorithm converges if and only if the transition operator T satis�es Condition E.In Section 3, we will prove that � is stable if and only if the transition operator T satis�esCondition E, and the corresponding eigenmatrix non-singular on TTs. Consequently, weshow that if � is stable, then the cascade algorithm converges; and if P is a CQF mask,then � is orthonormal if and only if it is stable. Regularity criteria in terms of mask areestablished in Section 4. We also remark that most of the results in this paper can begeneralized to a general dilation matrix easily.Finally, we remark that the corresponding results for the case #� = 1 were obtainedin [LLS3] (convergence of the cascade algorithm), [LLS2] (stability and orthonormality)and [RiS3] (regularity).2. Convergence of cascade algorithmsIn this section we present a complete characterization of the convergence of the cascadealgorithm de�ned by (1.6).In what follows, we will identify the matrix H 2 IH with the corresponding uniquesequence (hHB )B2IB for a �xed basis IB, whereH = XB2IBhHBB:7



We use the standard basisIBst :=fB�i;j = (b�l;l0)1�l;l0�#� 2 IH :b�i;j = exp(�i��); b�l;l0 = 0; (l; l0) 6= (i; j); � 2 [�N;N ]sgin the proof of the su�ciency part of the next theorem.We also note that a sequence of matrices (Tn) generated by a �nite order matrix Tconverges to a nontrivial matrix if and only if the spectral radius �(T) � 1, and 1 is theonly eigenvalue on the unit circle and is nondegenerate. Furthermore the sequence (Tn)converges if and only if for allH 2 IH, the sequence (TnH) converges. Here the convergenceof the sequence (TnH) is equivalent to the convergence of the sequence (hTnHB )n for a �xedbasis IB. Since T(limnTn�1H) = limnTnH, the matrix limnTnH is an eigenmatrix ofT corresponding to the eigenvalue 1. In particular, if T satis�es Condition E, then, forarbitrary H 2 IH, limnTnH = constG�.A special basis of IH is needed in the proof of the necessity part of the next theorem.The basis IBsp chosen is the one such that for each B 2 IBsp, there are �0 and 	0 satisfying(1.16) and B = J��0J	0 .De�ne ID = ID1 [ ID2, whereID1 := fD�1;1 = (d�l;l0)1�l;l0�#� 2 IH :d�1;1 = exp(�i��); d�l;l0 = 0; (l; l0) 6= (1; 1); � 2 [�N;N ]sg;and ID2 :=fD�i;i = (d�l;l0)1�l;l0�#� 2 IH : d�1;1 = 1; d�i;i = exp(�i��); 1 < i;d�1;i = exp(�i��); di;1 = 1;d�l;l0 = 0; if(l; l0) 6= (i; i); (1; 1); (i; 1) and (1; i); � 2 [�N;N ]sg:Then de�ne IE = IE1 [ IE2 [ IE3, whereIE1 :=fE�i;j = (e�l;l0)1�l;l0�#� 2 IH :e�1;1 = 1; e�i;j = exp(�i��); 1 < i; j i 6= j;e�i;1 = 1; e�1;j = exp(�i��);e�l;l0 = 0; if (l; l0) 6= (1; 1); (i; 1); (1; j); and(i; j); � 2 [�N;N ]sg;IE2 :=fE�1;j = (e�l;l0)1�l;l0�#� 2 IH : e�1;1 = 1; e�1;j = exp(�i��); 1 < j;e�l;l0 = 0; otherwise; � 2 [�N;N ]sg;and IE3 := fBT : B 2 IE2g:Then, the set IBsp := ID [ IE is a basis of IH.8



For function vectors �0 and 	0 satisfying (1.16), de�ne function vectors�n = (�in)T1�i�#� and 	n = ( in)1�i�#�via their Fourier transform asb�n := P(�=2)b�n�1(�=2); and b	n := P(�=2)b	n�1(�=2):Let Gn = J��nJ	n . ThenTGn�1 = X�2ZZs=2ZZsP(�=2 + ��)J��n�1(�=2 + ��)J	n�1(�=2 + ��)P�(�=2 + ��) = Gn:If the cascade algorithm converges in the L2�norm, then each entry of Gn converges tothe corresponding entry of G� in the L1�norm. This implies Gn converges to G� in thek � k1�norm on IH, where for H(!) := (hi;j(!))1�i;j�#�,kHk1 := X1�i;j�#� khi;j(�)k1:For a �xed IB, let Gn = XB2IB anBB; and G� = XB2IB aBB:Then, the convergence of the cascade algorithm implies that the sequence of the sequences(an)n converges to the sequence a.Finally, we note that for any � := (�l)T and 	 := ( l0)T , the (�l;  l0)th entry ofJ��J	 can be written as(2:1) X�2ZZs b�l(�+ 2��) b l0(�+ 2��) = X�2ZZs(�l �  l0(��))(�) exp(�i��):We are ready to prove the following theorem:Theorem 2.2. If the basic conditions 1.5 hold for P, then the cascade algorithm convergesif and only if the transition operator T satis�es Condition E.Proof. \=)" Since T satis�es Condition E, the sequence of linear operators Tnconverges. Let �n be a sequence of function vectors generated by the cascade algorithm(1.6) with �0 satisfying (1.16). Then G�n = TnG�0 converges. Since for each �xed l,k�lnk is the coe�cient of B0l;l 2 IBst, if we express G�n by IBst, and since IH is a �nitedimensional space, �n is bounded in the L2�norm. Hence any subsequence of �n containsa a weakly convergent subsubsequence of �n. Since �n converges to � in the distributionsense, and since weak convergence is stronger than convergence in the distribution sense,9



�n converges to � weakly. Therefore, to show that �n converges strongly to �, it remainsto show that the L2�norm of �n converges to that of �. Since G� is an eigenmatrix ofT corresponding to the eigenvalue 1 and since T satis�es Condition E, G� is the uniqueeigenmatrix of T. Therefore,limn!1TnG�0 = limn!1G�n = constG�:Since iT1G�0(0)i1 = iT1G�n(0)i1 6= 0 for all n, we have0 6= iT1G�0(0)i1 = limn!1 iT1TnG�0(0)i1 = limn!1 iT1G�n(0)i1 = iT1G�(0)i1 = constiT1G�(0)i1:Hence const = 1, and limn!1TnG�0 = limn!1G�n = G�:Since for each �xed l, k�lnk is the coe�cient of B0l;l 2 IBst and since IH is a �nite dimensionalspace, we must have limn k�lnk = k�lk. Hence, �n converges to � strongly in the L2�norm.\(=" We �rst prove that for any element B 2 IBsp, there is a proper choice of�0 := (�l0)T and 	0 := ( l)T satisfying (1.16) so that J��0J	0 = B.For this, let f := �[�1=2;1=2]s.First, if B = D�1;1 2 ID1, then de�ne �0 = (�l0)T and 	0 = ( l00 )T , so that �10 = f , 10 = f(� � �) and �l0 = 0 and  l00 = 0, if l; l0 6= 1. Then �0 and 	0 satisfy (1.16)and J��0J	0 = D�1;1 2 ID1 by (2.1). For E�i;j 2 IE1 (or D�i;i 2 ID2), de�ne �0 = (�l0)Tand 	0 = ( l00 )T to be the function vectors such that �10 =  10 = f and �i0 = f and j0 = f(� � �), �l0 = 0, l 6= 1; i and  l00 = 0 l0 6= 1; j. Then the function vectors �0 and 	0satisfy (1.16). Further, the matrix J��0J	0 = E�i;j 2 IE1, if i 6= j (and Di;i 2 ID2, if i = j)by (2.1). For E�i;j 2 IE2, de�ne �0 = (�l0)T and 	0 = ( l00 )T so that �10 =  10 = f , and�j0 = 0 and  j0 = f(� � �) and �l0 =  l00 = 0 if l; l0 6= 1; j. Then �0 and 	0 satisfy (1.16)and J��0J	0 = E�i;j 2 IE2 by (2.1).Since the cascade algorithm converges, TnB converges to G� for all B 2 IBsp. Thusfor any H 2 IH, limn!1TnH = constG�; consequently, the sequence of matrices (Tn)converges. Therefore, the spectral radius �(T) � 1 and 1 is the only eigenvalue of T onthe unit circle. Further, 1 is a nondegenerate eigenvalue of T. To prove that T satis�esCondition E, it remains to show that G� is the only eigenmatrix of eigenvalue 1. LetE 2 IH, so that TE = E, then limn!1TnE = E = constG�:Hence, G� is the only eigenmatrix (up to a constant multiple) of T corresponding toeigenvalue 1. 10



3. Stability, orthonormality and biorthonormalityIn this section we will discuss the stability of re�nable function vectors. We �rst givehere a su�cient condition in terms of the eigenvalue of the transition operator T underwhich the function vector � is stable. Then, we will show that this condition is alsonecessary.Proposition 3.1. Suppose that the basic conditions (1.5) holds for P and � � L2(IRs).If 1 is a simple eigenvalue of the transition operator T on IH and the corresponding eigen-matrix non-singular on TTs, then the P re�nable function vector � is stable.Proof. Since G� is an eigenmatrix of T of the eigenvalue 1, the hypothesis of thetheorem implies that the matrix G�(!) non-singular on TTs. Hence, the function vector �is stable.We note that if � is stable, the simplicity of the eigenvalue 1 of T implies that thecorresponding eigenmatrix of the eigenvalue 1 of T non-singular on TTs, since in this caseG� is the only eigenmatrix of T. Therefore, to show that the condition in the abovetheorem is necessary, one only requires to show that if � is stable, then 1 is a simpleeigenvalue of T.De�ne V1 := fH 2 IH : (iT1Hi1)(0) = 0g:Since for any H 2 IH, H = PB2IBsp hBB, where the set IBsp is the basis de�ned in theprevious section, a matrix H 2 V1, if and only if PB2IBsp hB = 0 by the structure of theelement of IBsp. Hence, the space V1 has codimension 1. Since (iT1G�i1)(0) 6= 0, G� 62 V1.Since P satis�es the basic condition (1.5), for any H 2 V1,(iT1 (TH)i1)(0) = X�2ZZs=2ZZs iT1P(��)H(��)P�(��)i1 = 0:Hence, V1 is a T invariant subspace of IH.The proofs of the following two propositions (Propositions 3.2 and 3.5) were originallyin our earlier drafts. Before completing the paper, we received a preprint of [LCY], whichcontains the same results (Proposition 3.3 and Theorem 5.1 Theorem 5.2 in there) withsimilar proofs. Thus, we will only provide an outline of the proofs here.Proposition 3.2. Let H1(!) and H2(!) be matrices so that each entry is a continuousfunction on TTs. Then,(3:3) ZTTs H1(!)(TnH2)(!)d! = ZIRs H1(!)�n(!)H2(2�nw)��n(!)d!;11



where(3:4) �n(!) := �2nTTs(!) nYj=1P(!=2j); n = 1; 2; : : : :Here we de�ne the transition operator as an operator on the space of the all ��� matriceswhose entries are continuous functions on TTs.Proof. One can easily show that for any such HTnH = X�2ZZs�n(�+ 2��)H(2�n(�+ 2��)��n(�+ 2��);by induction. Replacing H by H2, multiplying by H1 and integrating both sides of theabove identity, lead to the fact that for any H1 and H2, (3.3) holds.Proposition 3.5. Assume that the P re�nable function vector � is stable and its maskP satis�es basic conditions (1.5). Then,(i) For any H1 2 IH and H2 2 V1,limn!1 ZIRs H1(!)�n(!)H2(2�n!)��n(!)d! = ZIRs limn!1H1(!)�n(!)H2(2�n!)��n(!)d! = 0:(ii) The transition operator T restricted to V1 has spectral radius < 1.Proof. Since � is stable, G� � cI, with c > 0. This leads to the fact that thesequence (�n��n) is uniformly integrable (details in the proof of Theorem 5.2 of [LCY]).Recall that the sequence (�n(!)��n(!)); n = 0; 1; : : : ;is uniformly integrable, if for an arbitrary " > 0 there exist a �nite measure set F and� > 0 so that ZIRsnF �n(!)��n(!)d! � ";and ZD �n(!)��n(!)d! � ";hold for all n, for any measurable set D with the measure of D � �.That the sequence (�n(!)��n(!))n is uniformly integrable implies that the sequence(H1(!)�n(!)H2(2�n!)��n(!)) is uniformly integrable for any H1 2 IH and H2 2 V1. Thisimplies thatlimn!1 ZIRs H1(!)�n(!)H2(2�n!)��n(!)d! = ZIRs limn!1H1(!)�n(!)H2(2�n!)��n(!)d!:12



Since (iT1H2i1)(0) = 0 and since P1 = � b� 0 : : : 0 �,limn!1H1(!)�n(!)H2(2�n!)��n(!) = H1(!)P1(!)H2(0)P�1(!) = 0:Hence, the �rst statement holds.For the second statement, assume that � is an eigenvalue of T restricted to V1 andH 2 V1 is the corresponding nontrivial eigenmatrix. Then�n ZTTs H�(!)H(!)d! = ZIRs H�(!)�n(!)H(2�n!)��n(!)d!:Hence, (i) implies thatlimn!1 ZIRs H�(!)�n(!)H(2�n!)��n(!)d! = ZIRs limn!1H�(!)�n(!)H(2�n!)��n(!)d! = 0:This gives limn!1 �n ZTTs H�(!)H(!)d! = 0:Therefore j�j < 1 by the fact ZTTs H�(!)H(!)d! 6= 0:From the two propositions above, we obtain the following result:Lemma 3.6. Assume that P satis�es basic conditions (1.5) and the corresponding re�n-able function vector � is stable, then the transition operator T satis�es Condition E. Inparticular, 1 is a simple eigenvalue of the transition operator T.Proof. Let IB0 be a basis of V1. Since G� is not in V1 and V1 has codimension 1,G� [ IB0 is a basis of IH. Therefore, an arbitrary H 2 IH can be written uniquely asH = aG� +H0; H0 2 V1:Let H be the eigenmatrix of the eigenvalue � of T,�aG� + �H0 = TH = aTG� +TH0 = aG� +TH0:If � 6= 1, then a = 0. Thus, H = H0 2 V1 is an eigenmatrix of �. This implies j�j < 1 byProposition 3.5. If � = 1, then H0 2 V1 is also the eigenmatrix of T corresponding to theeigenvalue 1, thus H0 = 0 again by Proposition 3.5. Hence, �(T) � 1 and 1 is the uniqueeigenvalue on the unit circle. Further G� is the only eigenmatrix of eigenvalue 1 up to aconstant multiple.Finally we need to show that 1 is a simple eigenvalue of T. If not, it must be adegenerate eigenvalue with only one eigenmatrix. In this case, there exists a matrixH 2 IHsuch that TH = G� +H: Let H1 = cG� +H so that H1 2 V1. ThenZTTs(TnH1)(!)d! = ZIRs �n(!)H1(2�n!)��n(!)d! = ZTTs((c+ n)G�(!) +H(!))d!:The left hand side tends to 0 by the stability of the vector function � and (i) of Proposition3.5, while the right hand side tends to 1, which is a contradiction.13



An immediate consequence of this lemma is:Corollary 3.7. Assume that P satis�es the conditions (1.5). If the re�nable vector func-tion � is stable, then the cascade algorithm converges.The next theorem, the main result of this section, follows directly from Proposition3.1 and Lemma 3.6.Theorem 3.8. Assume that P satis�es the basic conditions (1.5). The P re�nable func-tion vector � is stable if and only if the corresponding transition operator T satis�esCondition E and the eigenmatrix of eigenvalue 1 is nonsingular on TTs.Proof. If the transition operator satis�es Condition E, then the cascade algorithmconverges and � � L2(IRs). Therefore, � is stable by Proposition 3.1. If � is stable, thenLemma 3.6 implies that the transition operator satis�es Condition E.G� is the eigenmatrixof a simple eigenvalue 1 of T which is nonsingular on TTs.Remark 3.9. If the transition operator T satis�es Condition E and if eigenvalue 1 hasan eigenmatrix which is non-singular on TTs, then the compactly supported P re�nablefunctions � � L2(IRs) by the fact that the corresponding cascade algorithm converges.Hence the sequence (Sk(�)) forms a multiresolution of L2(IRs) with the functions � andtheir shifts forming a Riesz basis of S(�), by Result 1.11 and Theorem 3.8.If P is CQF, the identity matrix I is an eigenmatrix of the transition operator Tcorresponding to eigenvalue 1. A consequence of Theorem 3.8 is:Theorem 3.10. Suppose that P is a CQF matrix mask which satis�es the basic conditions(1.5), then the following statements are equivalent:(i) the re�nable function vector � is orthonormal,(ii) the transition operator T satis�es Condition E,(iii) the re�nable function vector � is stable, and(iv) the corresponding cascade algorithm converges.Remark 3.9 gives the following corollary:Corollary 3.11. Suppose that P is a CQF matrix mask which satis�es the basic con-ditions (1.5). If the corresponding transition operator T satis�es Condition E, then thesequence of spaces (Sk(�))k forms a multiresolution of L2(IRs) with the functions � andtheir shifts forming an orthonormal basis of S(�).In the rest of this section, we discuss the biorthonormality of two re�nable functionvectors � and 	. Let P� and P	 be the re�nement masks of functions � and 	 satisfyingthe basic conditions (1.5) and the condition(3:12) X�2ZZs=2ZZsP�(�=2 + ��)P�	(�=2 + ��) = I:14



We say that � and 	 are biorthonormal if both function vectors � and 	 are stableand J��(!)J	(!) = I; 2 TTs:Here again we are interested in characterizing the biorthonormality in terms of thematrix masks P� and P	. The following result was shown in [LCY] Theorem 5.3, whichis the main result of [LCY].Result 3.13. Let P� and P	 be the re�nement masks of re�nable function vectors �and 	 satisfying the basic conditions (1.5) and (3.12). Assume that G�(0) � constI andG	(0) � constI. Then � and 	 are biorthonormal, if both T� and T	 have the spectrumradius < 1 on V1.We note that if the � and 	 are stable, then by Proposition 3.5(ii) the conditions inthe above result are satis�ed.Theorem 3.14. Let P� and P	 be the re�nement matrix masks of � and 	 whichsatisfy the basic conditions (1.5) and condition (3.12). Then the following statements areequivalent:(i) the re�nable function vectors � and 	 are biorthonormal,(ii) both � and 	 are stable, and(iii) the transition operators T� and T	 satisfy Condition E; and the corresponding eigen-matrices of eigenvalue 1 of T� and T	 are nonsingular on TTs.Proof. The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) follows from Theorem 3.8. Since if � and	 are stable, the conditions in Result 3.13 are satis�ed; (ii) implies (i) by that result.Finally, (i) implies (ii) by the de�nition of the biorthonormality of � and 	.4. Regularity of re�nable function vectorsIn this section, we establish some criteria for the regularity of re�nable function vec-tors.We say that the mask P satisfying the basic conditions (1.5) has vanishing momentorder r, if conditions(4:1) D�(A�(2!)P(!))j!=�� = i�j�j(D�A�)(0)�� ; � 2 ZZs=2ZZs; j�j � r � 1;hold, for some A = Xj�j�r�1aT� exp(�i��);where a� 2 IR#�. 15



As we did in [RiS3] for the case #� = 1, we will connect this vanishing moment orderto the regularity of �.We say that � := (�l)T 2 C , if each component �l 2 C . Recall that a function� 2 C for n �  < n+ 1 provided that � 2 Cn andjD��(x+ t)�D��(x)j � constjtj�n; for all j�j = n and jtj � 1for some constant independent of x. This number is related to�2 := supf� : ZIRs(1 + jwj2)�jb�(!)j2d! <1gby the inequality  � �2 � s=2.De�neVr := fH 2 IH : (D�(A�(!)H(!))j!=0)T = D�(H(!)A(!))j!=0;= 0; j�j � r � 1g:In the case that r � 1 > N , we replace IH by IHr�1 in the above de�nition of Vr.Since(4:2) D�(A�(2!)P(!))j!=�� = i�j�j(D�A�)(0)�� ; � 2 ZZs=2ZZs; j�j � r � 1;we have that(D�(A�(!)TH(!))j!=0)T = D�(TH(!)A(!))j!=0 = 0; for allH 2 Vr; j�j � r � 1:Hence, the space Vr is an invariant subspace of the transition operator T.In the case r = 1, the space V1 de�ned here is an invariant subspace of V1 de�ned inx3, since A�(0) is the left eigenvector of P.For each H(!) := (hi;j(!))1�i;j�#� 2 Vr, de�nekHkF := X1�i;j�#� khi;j(�)k1:If H is a constant matrix, this norm is the sum of the modulus of all entries.Then the operator norm kTjVr k := supH2Vrnf0g kTHkFkHkF on Vr satis�eslimn!1 kTnjVr k1=n = �;where � is the spectral radius of TjVr . Hence, there exists NT, such that for any H 2 Vrand for all n > NT,(4:3) kTnHkF � kTnkkHkF � const(�+ ")nkHkF ;where " is arbitrarily small.The proof of the following proposition is carried out by modifying the proofs of Propo-sition 3.6 of [RiS3] and Theorem 5.2 of [LCY].16



Proposition 4.4. Suppose P satis�es the basic conditions (1.5) and conditions (4.1).Then for the P re�nable function � := (�l)T , there exists a constant C such thatZIFn ���b�l(!)���2 d! � C(�+ ")n+1;where IFn := 2nTTsn2n�1TTs for all n > NT and " is arbitrarily small.Proof. It follows from (4.3) for any H 2 Vr,k ZIFn TnH(!)d!kF � const(�+ ")nkHkF :Since none of choices of the constants in this proof depend on n, for simplicity we denoteall constants by \const" even though the value of this may change with each occurrence.Let H(!) := (Ps̀=1(1� cosw(`))r�1)I. Since(D�(A�(!)H(!))j!=0)T = D�(H(!)A(!))j!=0 = 0; j�j � r � 1;we have H 2 Vr and H � I for all ! 2 TTsn(1=2TTs). Since kP(!) � P(0)k � constk!k,the function b� is bounded on TTs.We also note that b�(!) = �n(!)b�(2�(n+1)!):Hence we haveZIFn jb�l(!)j2d! = ZIFn iTl b�(!)b��(!)ild!= ZIFn iTl �n(!)b�(2�(n+1)!)b��(2�(n+1)!)��n(!)ild!� const ZIFn iTl �n(!)H(2�(n+1)!)��n(!)ild!� const Z2nTTs iTl �n(!)H(2�(n+1)!)��n(!)ild!� constk Z2nTTs �n(!)H(2�(n+1)!)��n(!)d!kF= constk ZTTs(T(n+1)H)(!)d!kF� const(�+ ")n+1;where il is the �� 1 column vector whose lth entry is 1 and all others are 0.17



This Proposition together with the usual Littlewood-Paley technique leads to thefollowing estimate of the regularity of the re�nable function vector �.Theorem 4.5. Suppose P satis�es the basic conditions 1.5 and the conditions (4.1), andlet � be the spectral radius of TjVr . Then the function � = (�l)T is in C�" for any " > 0and  = � log �=(2 log 2)� s=2.Proof. Since when n > NT,ZIFn jb�l(!)j2d! � const�n+1;and since the function b�l is bounded on 2NTTTs,ZIRs(1 + jwj2)�jb�l(!)j2d! � const(1 + 1Xn=1 22n��n+1):Hence �l 2 C�" where  = � log �=(2 log 2)� s=2. That is, � 2 C�".Reference[AR] Alpert. B. K. and Rokhlin, A fast algorithm for the evaluation of Legendre expansion,SIAM J. Sci. Comput. 12 (1991), 246{262.[BDR] de Boor, C., R. DeVore, and A. Ron, The structure of �nitely generated shift-invariantspaces in L2(IRd), J. Functional Anal. 119 (1994), 37{78.[CD] Cohen, A. and I. Daubechies , A stability criterion for biorthogonal wavelet bases andtheir related subband coding scheme, Duke Math. J. 68 (1992), 313 - 335 .[CDP] Cohen A., I. Daubechies and G. Plonka, Regularity of re�nable function vectors,(1995), preprint.[CL] Chui, K.C. and J. Lian A, study on orthonormal multi-wavelets, preprint.[DGH] Donovan, G., J. S. Geronimo and D.P. Hardin, Intertwining multiresolution analysisand the construction of piecewise polynomial wavelets, preprint.[DGHM] Donovan, G., J. S. Geronimo, D.P. Hardin, and P. R. Massopust, Construction oforthogonal wavelets using fractal interpolation functions, SIAM J. Math. Anal., toappear.[GHM] Geronimo, J. S., Hardin, D. P. and Massopust, P. R., Fractal functions and waveletexpansions based on several scaling functions, J. Approx. Theory, 78 (1994), 373-401.[GL] Goodman, T. N. T. and S. L. Lee, Wavelets of multiplicity r, Trans. Amer. Math.Soc. 342 (1994), 307-324.[GLT] Goodman, T. N. T., S.L. Lee, and W.S. Tang, Wavelets in wandering subspaces,Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. 338 (1993), 639-654.18
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